Reading with Kindle (U.S. only)

How to send a book from the Libby app to Kindle
Overview

Kindle
Kindle Paperwhite
Kindle Oasis
Fire Tablets
Everyone my age remembers where they were and what they were doing when they first heard about the contest. I was sitting in my hideout watching cartoons when the news bulletin broke in on my video feed, announcing that James Halliday had died during the night. I'd heard of Halliday, of course. Everyone had. He was the videogame designer responsible for creating the OASIS, a massively multiplayer online game that had gradually evolved into the globally networked virtual reality most of humanity now used on a daily basis. The unprecedented success of the OASIS had made Halliday one of the wealthiest people in the world.

At first, I couldn't understand why the media was making such a big deal of the billionaire's death. After all, the people of Planet Earth had other concerns.
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Recap

Send a book from Libby to Kindle

2. **Borrow** book and read with Kindle.
3. Sign into Amazon to complete the fulfillment process.

*OverDrive is the only distributor of digital content for libraries & schools with Kindle integration.*